Ineligible Products

- Bronco 2DR/4DR all body styles are ineligible for X-Plan & X-Plan Partner
- Bronco 2DR/4DR First Edition E5E/E5F are ineligible for AZD-Plan (all remaining body styles are eligible)
- Bronco 2DR/4DR Raptor E5J are ineligible for AXZD-Plan
- Bronco 2DR/4DR Heritage Limited Edition are ineligible for AXZD-Plan
- Bronco Sport Heritage Limited Edition are ineligible for AXZD-Plan
- Continental Black Label Coach Doors (800A/31C)
- E-Transit is ineligible for X-Plan & X-Plan Partner
- Fiesta S (100A) is eligible for A/Z-Plan only
- Ford GT
- F-150 Raptor
- F-150 Lightning is ineligible for X-Plan & X-Plan Partner
- F-450 & F-550 Chassis Cabs
- E-Series: E-450 Cutaway & E-450 Stripped Chassis
- F-Series Stripped Chassis: F-53 Class A Motorhome Chassis & F59 Commercial Stripped Chassis
- F-650 & F-750 Chassis Cabs
- 2023 Mach-E is ineligible for X-Plan & X-Plan Partner
- Mustang Shelby GT350
- Mustang Shelby GT500
- Mustang Bullitt
- Mustang Mach1